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KEY=1254 - ONEILL DONNA
THE SEVENTH CRUSADE, 1244–1254
SOURCES AND DOCUMENTS
Routledge The Seventh Crusade, led by King Louis IX of France, was the last major expedition for the recovery of the Holy Land actually to reach the Near East. The failure of his invasion of Egypt (1249-50), followed by his four-year stay in Palestine in order to retrieve
the disaster, had a profound impact on the Latin West. In addition, Louis's operations in the Nile delta indirectly precipitated the Mamluk coup d'état, which ended the rule of the Ayyubids, Saladin's dynasty, in Egypt and began the transfer of power there to a military
elite that would prove to be a far more formidable enemy to the Franks of Syria and Palestine. This volume comprises translations of the principal documents and of extracts from narrative sources - both Muslim and Christian - relating to the crusade, and includes
many texts, notably the account of Ibn Wasil, not previously available in English. The themes covered include: the preparations and search for allies; the campaign in the Nile delta; the impact on recruitment of the simultaneous crusade against the emperor Frederick
II; the Mamluk coup and its immediate consequences in the Near East; Western reactions to the failure in Egypt; and the popular 'crusade' of the Pastoureaux in France (1251), which aimed originally to help the absent king, but which degenerated into violence against
the clergy and the Jews and had to be suppressed by force.

CRUSADES
Routledge Crusades covers seven hundred years from the First Crusade (1095-1102) to the fall of Malta (1798) and draws together scholars working on theatres of war, their home fronts and settlements from the Baltic to Africa and from Spain to the Near East and on
theology, law, literature, art, numismatics and economic, social, political and military history. Routledge publishes this journal for The Society for the Study of the Crusades and the Latin East. Particular attention is given to the publication of historical sources in all
relevant languages - narrative, homiletic and documentary - in trustworthy editions, but studies and interpretative essays are welcomed too. Crusades appears in both print and online editions. Volume 8 begins with Adrian J. Boas and Aren M. Maeir on the Frankish
Castle of Blanche Garde and the Medieval and Modern Village of Tell es-Saﬁ in the light of recent discoveries.

CRUSADERS AND REVOLUTIONARIES
DE MONTFORT
Pen and Sword Military One of the families that dominated the thirteenth century were the de Montforts. They arose in France, in a hamlet close to Paris, and grew to prominence under the crusading fervor of that time, taking them from leadership in the Albigensian wars
to lordships around the Mediterranean. They marry into the English aristocracy, join the crusade to the Holy Land, then another crusade in the south of France against the Cathars. The controversial stewardship of Simon de Montfort (V) in that conﬂict is explored in
depth. It is his son Simon de Montfort (VI) who is perhaps best known. His rebellion against Henry III of England ultimately establishes the ﬁrst parliamentary state in Europe. The decline of the family begins with Simon’s defeat and death at Evesham in 1265. Initially
they revive their fortunes under the new king of Sicily, but they scandalize Europe with a vengeful political murder. By this time it is the twilight of the crusades era and the remaining de Montforts either perish or are expelled. Eleanor de Montfort, the last Princess of
Wales, dies in childbirth and her daughter is raised as a nun.

CRUSADING AND THE CRUSADER STATES
Taylor & Francis Crusading and the Crusader States explores how the idea of holy war emerged from the troubled society of the eleventh century, and why Jerusalem and the Holy Land were so important to Europeans. It follows the progress of the major crusading
expeditions, oﬀering insights into initial success and subsequent failure, charts the development of new attitudes towards Islam and its followers, and shows the eﬀects of the Crusades on society and culture in the Near East. Providing analysis and discussion of this
vital period of medieval history, Andrew Jotischky discusses key questions such as how crusading evolved in theory and practice, how crusading expeditions were planned and carried out, why they were considered such an essential part of medieval society, and why
their popularity endured despite military failures. This new edition takes into account the wealth of rich and varied recent research to show why crusading should be seen as central to the European experience in the Middle Ages. It engages with key historiographical
debates of the past decade, including how Crusades were formed, the political culture and social networks of crusading, and the eﬀects of crusading on western religious and aristocratic culture. It now extends into the ﬁfteenth century to discuss the lasting
ramiﬁcations of the Crusades, and illustrate their legacy into the early modern period. It is essential reading for all students of the Crusades and medieval history.

FREEDOM, IMPRISONMENT, AND SLAVERY IN THE PRE-MODERN WORLD
CULTURAL-HISTORICAL, SOCIAL-LITERARY, AND THEORETICAL REFLECTIONS
Walter de Gruyter GmbH & Co KG Contrary to common assumptions, medieval and early modern writers and poets often addressed the high value of freedom, whether we think of such fable authors as Marie de France or Ulrich Bonerius. Similarly, medieval history knows
of numerous struggles by various peoples to maintain their own freedom or political independence. Nevertheless, as this study illustrates, throughout the pre-modern period, the loss of freedom could happen quite easily, aﬀecting high and low (including kings and
princes) and there are many literary texts and historical documents that address the problems of imprisonment and even enslavement (Georgius of Hungary, Johann Schiltberger, Hans Ulrich Kraﬀt, etc.). Simultaneously, philosophers and theologians discussed
intensively the fundamental question regarding free will (e.g., Augustine) and political freedom (e.g., John of Salisbury). Moreover, quite a large number of major pre-modern poets spent a long time in prison where they composed some of their major works (Boethius,
Marco Polo, Charles d'Orléans, Thomas Malory, etc.). This book brings to light a vast range of relevant sources that conﬁrm the existence of this fundamental and impactful discourse on freedom, imprisonment, and enslavement.

LETTERS FROM THE EAST
CRUSADERS, PILGRIMS AND SETTLERS IN THE 12TH–13TH CENTURIES
Routledge No written source is entirely without literary artiﬁce, but the letters sent from Asia Minor, Syria and Palestine in the high middle ages come closest to recording the real feelings of those who lived in and visited the crusader states. They are not, of course,
reﬂective pieces, but they do convey the immediacy of circumstances which were frequently dramatic and often life-threatening. Those settled in the East faced crises all the time, while crusaders and pilgrims knew they were experiencing deﬁning moments in their
lives. There are accounts of all the great events from the triumph of the capture of Jerusalem in 1099 to the disasters of Hattin in 1187 and the loss of Acre in 1291. These had an impact on the lives of all Latin Christians, but at the same time individuals felt impelled to
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describe both their own personal achievements and disappointments and the wonders and horrors of what they had seen. Moreover, the representatives of the military and monastic orders used letters as a means of maintaining contact with the western houses,
providing information about the working of religious orders not found elsewhere. Some of the letters translated here are famous, others hardly known, but all oﬀer unique insight into the minds of those who took part in the crusading movement.

LETTERS FROM THE EAST
CRUSADERS, PILGRIMS AND SETTLERS IN THE 12TH–13TH CENTURIES
Ashgate Publishing, Ltd. This volume presents translations of a selection of the letters sent by crusaders and pilgrims from Asia Minor, Syria and Palestine. There are accounts of all the great events from the triumph of the capture of Jerusalem in 1099 to the disasters of
Hattin in 1187 and the loss of Acre in 1291. They convey the immediacy of circumstances which were frequently dramatic and often life-threatening, and show us the feelings of those who lived in and visited the crusader states. Some of the letters translated here are
famous, others hardly known, but all oﬀer unique insight into the minds of those who took part in the crusading movement.

THE CHRONICLE OF IBN AL-ATHIR FOR THE CRUSADING PERIOD FROM AL-KAMIL FI'L-TA'RIKH. PART 3
THE YEARS 589–629/1193–1231: THE AYYUBIDS AFTER SALADIN AND THE MONGOL MENACE
Routledge The Chronicle of Ibn al-Athir (1160-1233AD), entitled "al-Kamil ﬁ'l-Ta'rikh", is one of the outstanding sources for the history of the mediaeval world. It covers the whole sweep of Islamic history almost up to the death of its author and, with the sources
available to him, he attempted to embrace the widest geographical spread; events in Iraq, Iran and further East run in counterpoint with those involving North Africa and Spain. From the time of the arrival of the Crusaders in the Levant, their activities and the Muslim
response become the focus of the work. A signiﬁcant portion of this third part deals with the internal rivalries of the Ayyubid successors of Saladin, their changing relations with the Crusader states and in particular the events of the Damietta Crusade. As always, these
events are portrayed against the wider background, with considerable emphasis on events in the eastern Islamic world, the fortunes of the Khwarazm Shahs and the ﬁrst incursions of the Mongols.

THE CAMBRIDGE COMPANION TO FRANCIS OF ASSISI
Cambridge University Press Looks at the life of Francis of Assisi and explores how his heritage inﬂuenced the apostolic activities of his followers.

THE CRUSADE OF FREDERICK BARBAROSSA
THE HISTORY OF THE EXPEDITION OF THE EMPEROR FREDERICK AND RELATED TEXTS
Ashgate Publishing, Ltd. This is the ﬁrst English translation of the main contemporary accounts of the Crusade and death of the German Emperor Frederick I Barbarossa (ruled 1152-90). The principal text here, the 'History of the Expedition of the Emperor Frederick', was
written soon after the events described, and is a crucial, and much under-used source for the Third Crusade. It narrates the preparations and recruitment for the Crusade, and the Crusade itself: the journey through the Balkans and the gruelling march through Asia
Minor, beset by Turkish attack, until its arrival at Antioch on 21st July 1190, eleven days after the emperor had drowned while crossing a river in Cilician Armenia. The 'History' gives a vivid account of the suﬀerings of the German army as it traversed Asia Minor and
appears to be, or to be based upon an eyewitness record, cast in the form of (often) a daily memoir. A number of subsidiary texts also translated illustrate and expand this main account, and place the crusade in context.

THE MEDIEVAL WORLD
Routledge Ranging from Connacht to Constantinople and from Tynemouth to Timbuktu, the forty-four contributors to The Medieval World seek to bring the Middle Ages to life, oﬀering deﬁnitive appraisals of the distinctive features of the period. This second edition
includes six additional chapters, covering the Byzantine empire, illuminated manuscripts, the 'ésprit laïque' of the late middle ages, saints and martyrs, the papal chancery and scholastic thought. Chapters are arranged thematically within four parts: 1. Identities,
Selves and Others 2. Beliefs, Social Values and Symbolic Order 3. Power and Power Structures 4. Elites, Organisations and Groups The Medieval World presents the reader with an authoritative account of original scholarship across the medieval millennium and provides
essential reading for all students of the subject.

YEARS 589-629/1193-1231
Ashgate Publishing, Ltd. The Chronicle of Ibn al-Athir (1160-1233AD), entitled al-Kamil ﬁ'l-Ta'rikh, is one of the outstanding sources for the history of the mediaeval world. It covers the whole sweep of Islamic history almost up to the death of its author; events in Iraq, Iran
and further East run in counterpoint with those involving North Africa and Spain. From the time of the arrival of the Crusaders in the Levant, their activities and the Muslim response become the focus of the work. A focus of this third part is the internal rivalries of
Saladin's Ayyubid successors, their changing relations with the Crusader states, the Damietta Crusade, and the ﬁrst incursions of the Mongols.

NICHOLAS OF CUSA – A COMPANION TO HIS LIFE AND HIS TIMES
Routledge This work is a guide to the life, thought and activities of Nicholas of Cusa (1401-1464), the great ﬁfteenth-century philosopher, theologian, jurist, author of mystical and ecclesiastical treatises, cardinal and reformer. It is intended not only for advanced
scholars, but also for beginners and those simply curious about a man who has been called 'one of the greatest Germans of the ﬁfteenth century' and a 'medieval thinker for the modern age'. The book provides a series of detailed but readable essays on ideas, persons,
and places, a work developed over the course of nearly three decades. First, it contains articles on the important events and concepts that aﬀected Cusanus--philosophical, religious, intellectual and political. Then it turns to his precursors and contemporaries, both
friendly and critical. These include philosophers, theologians, politicians, and canon lawyers. And third, the book follows the footsteps of the man from Kues and examines various sites where he lived, studied, or visited. Because the author has also visited many of
these sites, he can contribute personal observations to enliven the journey. To add to the book's usefulness as a resource and reference tool, each entry is followed by a bibliography containing both recent and older works. The purpose of the volume is to gain a
greater appreciation of Cusanus and his legacy by striving for a total view of his thought and experience instead of narrowly focusing on speciﬁc philosophical, theological or intellectual ideas, or certain periods of his activities in isolation from other facets of this
compelling ﬁgure.

THE CRUSADE OF FREDERICK BARBAROSSA
THE HISTORY OF THE EXPEDITION OF THE EMPEROR FREDERICK AND RELATED TEXTS
Routledge This is the ﬁrst English translation of the main contemporary accounts of the Crusade and death of the German Frederick I Barbarossa (ruled 1152-90). The most important of these, the 'History of the Expedition of the Emperor Frederick' was written soon
after the events described, and is a crucial, and under-used source for the Third Crusade (at least in the Anglophone world). The account begins with two letters describing the disaster of Hattin and Saladin's subsequent conquest of most of the Holy Land (the second
of these is addressed to the duke of Austria). It goes on to describe how the emperor took the Cross, the preparations and recruitment for the Crusade, the diplomatic contacts of Barbarossa with the Byzantine Emperor and the Sultan of Iconium in an attempt to secure
a peaceful passage for the expedition, and the Crusade itself: the journey through the Balkans and the gruelling march through Asia Minor, beset by Turkish attack, until its arrival at Antioch on 21st July 1190, eleven days after the emperor had drowned while crossing
a river in Cilician Armenia. The 'History' gives a vivid account of the suﬀerings of the German army as it traversed Asia Minor. The account of the expedition itself appears to be, or to be based upon an eyewitness record, cast in the form of (often) a daily memoir.
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However, it concludes with an account of the captivity and release of Richard I in Germany, Henry VI's conquest of the kingdom of Sicily, and of the preparations for a new Crusade under his leadership. In addition, a number of further accounts related to, and
expanding, the 'History of the Expedition' have also been translated, including a contemporary newsletter about the death of the emperor, as well as the narrative of Otto of St Blasien, placing the Crusade into context twenty years later, and a contemporary account of
the capture of Silves in Portugal by German crusaders on their way to the Holy Land in 1189. This collection is a valuable companion volume to the three other volumes relating to the Third Crusade in this series: The Conquest of Jerusalem and the Third Crusade, trans.
Edbury, the Itinerarium Peregrinorum et Gesta Regis Ricardi, trans. Nicholson, and The Rare and Excellent History of Saladin, trans. Richards.

PILGRIMAGE TO JERUSALEM AND THE HOLY LAND, 1187–1291
Routledge This book presents new translations of a selection of Latin and French pilgrimage texts - and two in Greek - relating to Jerusalem and the Holy Land between the fall of Jerusalem to Saladin in 1187 and the loss of Acre to the Mamluks in 1291. It therefore
complements and extends existing studies, which deal with the period from Late Antiquity to Saladin's conquest. Such texts provide a wealth of information not only about the business of pilgrimage itself, but also on church history, topography, architecture and the
social and economic conditions prevailing in Palestine in this period. Pilgrimage texts of the 13th century have not previously been studied as a group in this way; and, because the existing editions of them are scattered across a variety of rather obscure publications,
they tend to be under-utilized by historians, despite their considerable interest. For instance, they are often more original than the texts of the 12th century, representing ﬁrst-hand accounts of travellers rather than simple reworkings of older texts. Taken together,
they document the changes that occurred in the pattern of pilgrimage after the fall of Jerusalem in 1187, during its brief reoccupation by the Franks between 1229 and 1244, and during the period from 1260 onwards when the Mamluks gradually took military control of
the whole country. In the 1250s-60s, for example, because of the diﬃculties faced by pilgrims in reaching Jerusalem itself, there developed an alternative set of holy sites oﬀering indulgences in Acre. The bringing of Transjordan, southern Palestine and Sinai under
Ayyubid and, later, Mamluk control also encouraged the development of the pilgrimage to St Catherine's monastery on Mount Sinai in this period. The translations are accompanied by explanatory footnotes and preceded by an introduction, which discusses the
development of Holy Land pilgrimage in this period and the context, dating and composition of the texts themselves. The book concludes with a comprehensive list of sources and a detailed index.

THE CHANSON D'ANTIOCHE
AN OLD FRENCH ACCOUNT OF THE FIRST CRUSADE
Ashgate Publishing, Ltd. The Old-French Chanson d'Antioche has long intrigued historians and literary scholars. Unusually among epic poems, it follows closely a well documented historical event – the First Crusade – and appears to include substantial and genuine
historical content. At one time it was believed to be based on an account by an eye-witness, 'Richard the Pilgrim'. Carol Sweetenham and Susan Edgington have combined forces to investigate such claims, and their ﬁndings are set out in a comprehensive introduction
which, ﬁrstly, examines the textual history of the poem from its possible oral beginnings through several re-workings to its present form, achieved early in the thirteenth century. A second chapter assesses the Chanson's value as a source for the crusade, and a third
considers its status as a literary text. A complete prose translation follows, the ﬁrst in English and based on the deﬁnitive edition. The Chanson is revealed as a lively narrative, with tales of chivalry, villainy, and even episodes of humour. There are extensive footnotes
to the translation, and an appendix provides supplementary material from a diﬀerent manuscript tradition. There is also a cast list of heroes and villains with biographical information for the 'real' ones and literary analogues for the ﬁctional characters. The Chanson
d'Antioche can now be read for enjoyment, and for a whole new perspective on crusading in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

THE CRUSADES
THE WAR FOR THE HOLY LAND
Simon and Schuster 'Asbridge can't help but tell a ripping yarn, often breezily dramatic, whipping the narrative along' The Times A superb and deﬁnitive one-volume account of the Crusades, the impact of which still resonates to this day. In the eleventh century, a vast
Christian army, summoned to holy war by the Pope, rampaged through the Muslim world of the eastern Mediterranean, seizing possession of Jerusalem, a city revered by both faiths. Over the two hundred years that followed this First Crusade, Islam and the West
fought for dominion of the Holy Land, clashing in a succession of chillingly brutal wars, both ﬁrm in the belief that they were at God's work. The Crusades tells the story of this epic struggle from the perspective of both Christians and Muslims, reconstructing the
experiences and attitudes of those on either side of the conﬂict. Mixing pulsing narrative and piercing insight, it exposes the full horror, passion and barbaric grandeur of the crusading era. ‘A dramatic and powerful look at both sides of the story’ Sunday Times 'A
compelling narrative... A masterful conclusion' Observer

A HISTORY OF THE TEUTONIC KNIGHTS IN PRUSSIA 1190-1331
THE KRONIKE VON PRUZINLANT BY NICOLAUS VON JEROSCHIN
Ashgate Publishing, Ltd. This is the ﬁrst English translation of the 'Chronicle of Prussia', which was written by Nicolaus von Jeroschin, in middle German verse, during the period from 1330 to 1341. It is a history of the Teutonic Knights, encompassing the period between
the foundation of the order, in 1190, and 1331. It is also an engaging and lively account of warfare and colonisation on the eastern frontier of Latin Christianity.

THE BOOK OF THE SECRETS OF THE FAITHFUL OF THE CROSS
Ashgate Publishing, Ltd. This is the ﬁrst full English translation of Marino Sanudo Torsello's Secreta ﬁdelium Crucis, a piece of crusading propaganda following the fall of Acre in 1291, written between 1300 and 1321 and based on the translation edited by Jacques Bongars
in 1611. With references to 13th-century Mediterranean history, especially Louis IX of France and Charles of Anjou, it contains a vast amount of cartographical, ethnographical, geographical and nautical information, with unique insights into events and personalities
not only in Outremer, but in Western Europe.

MARINO SANUDO TORSELLO, THE BOOK OF THE SECRETS OF THE FAITHFUL OF THE CROSS
LIBER SECRETORUM FIDELIUM CRUCIS
Routledge This is the ﬁrst full translation of Marino Sanudo Torsello's Secreta ﬁdelium Crucis to be made into English. The work itself is a piece of crusading propaganda following the fall of Acre in 1291, written between 1300 and 1321, but it includes much of historical
relevance along with interesting observations on the early history of Jerusalem and the Crusader Kingdom. The translation is based upon the text edited by Jacques Bongars in 1611. There is an introduction that contextualises the book, its author, his sources and his
audience. The notes provide essential information to clarify internal textual references and allusions, as well as the role of Biblical references in Sanudo's grand design. The index is designed to make this detailed text usable and accessible. In this, his major work,
Sanudo advocated the conquest of Egypt as the means to regain Jerusalem for the Latins and worked through his points with considerable detail alongside references to 13th-century Mediterranean history, especially involving Louis IX of France and Charles of Anjou,
king of Naples. Books I and II give considerable detailed discussion of the concept, plan and costs of his proposed crusade. Book III provides an outline history of the crusades and the crusader states. It is derived from a wide-reading of other sources especially of
William of Tyre, and, for events after 1184 on the Eracles, the letters of James of Vitry, and Sanudo's own experiences in the east. Throughout, the work contains a staggering amount of cartographical, ethnographical, geographical, and nautical information, as well as
numerous unique insights into historical events and personalities of the late 13th century, not only in Outremer but in Western Europe.

THE CHRONICLE OF PRUSSIA BY NICOLAUS VON JEROSCHIN
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A HISTORY OF THE TEUTONIC KNIGHTS IN PRUSSIA, 1190–1331
Ashgate Publishing, Ltd. This is the ﬁrst English translation of the 'Chronicle of Prussia', which was written by Nicolaus von Jeroschin, in middle German verse, during the period from 1330 to 1341. It is a history of the Teutonic Knights, encompassing the period between
the foundation of the order, in 1190, and 1331. The translator's introduction sets the work in its historical and cultural context. The text was written at the instigation of the Grand Master of the Teutonic Order, to make an account of the ethos and history of the order's
conquest of Prussia available 'to all German people'. Its purpose was to remind the order's knight brothers and its supporters of its origins and past achievements, but above all it was intended to establish the legitimacy of Prussia as a locus for crusades, setting the
scene for the order's 'golden age' in the second half of the fourteenth century. The chronicle's content is divided into three sections: it opens with a description of the founding of the order in Acre. There follows a discourse on the nature of spiritual and earthly warfare,
which echoes the ideology of crusading warfare ﬁrst articulated by Bernhard of Clairvaux in his treatise De laude novae militiae. The ﬁnal, longest, section recounts the wars of the Teutonic Knights against the Prussians and Lithuanians from 1230 until the narrative
breaks oﬀ abruptly in 1331. The chronicle is the main historical source document for the period it covers and was widely disseminated during the fourteenth and ﬁfteenth centuries. It is also an engaging and lively account of warfare and colonisation on the eastern
frontier of Latin Christianity.

THE TUNIS CRUSADE OF 1270
A MEDITERRANEAN HISTORY
Oxford University Press Why did the last of the major European campaigns to reclaim Jerusalem end in an attack on Tunis, a peaceful North African port city thousands of miles from the Holy Land? In the ﬁrst book-length study of the campaign in English, Michael Lower
tells the story of how the classic era of crusading came to such an unexpected end. Unfolding against a backdrop of conﬂict and collaboration that extended from England to Inner Asia, the Tunis Crusade entangled people from every corner of the Mediterranean world.
Within this expansive geographical playing ﬁeld, the ambitions of four powerful Mediterranean dynasts would collide. While the slave-boy-turned-sultan Baybars of Egypt and the saint-king Louis IX of France waged a bitter battle for Syria, al-Mustansir of Tunis and
Louis's younger brother Charles of Anjou struggled for control of the Sicilian Straits. When the conﬂicts over Syria and Sicily became intertwined in the late 1260s, the Tunis Crusade was the shocking result. While the history of the crusades is often told only from the
crusaders' perspective, in The Tunis Crusade of 1270, Lower brings Arabic and European-language sources together to oﬀer a panoramic view of these complex multilateral conﬂicts. Standing at the intersection of two established bodies of scholarship - European
History and Near Eastern Studies - this volume contributes to both by opening up a new conversation about the place of crusading in medieval Mediterranean culture.

THE CHANSON D'ANTIOCHE
AN OLD FRENCH ACCOUNT OF THE FIRST CRUSADE
Routledge The Old-French Chanson d'Antioche has long intrigued historians and literary scholars. Unusually among epic poems, it follows closely a well documented historical event - the First Crusade - and appears to include substantial and genuine historical content.
At one time it was believed to be based on an account by an eye-witness, 'Richard the Pilgrim'. Carol Sweetenham and Susan Edgington have combined forces to investigate such claims, and their ﬁndings are set out in a comprehensive introduction which, ﬁrstly,
examines the textual history of the poem from its possible oral beginnings through several re-workings to its present form, achieved early in the thirteenth century. A second chapter assesses the Chanson's value as a source for the crusade, and a third considers its
status as a literary text. A complete prose translation follows, the ﬁrst in English and based on the deﬁnitive edition. The Chanson is revealed as a lively narrative, with tales of chivalry, villainy, and even episodes of humour. There are extensive footnotes to the
translation, and an appendix provides supplementary material from a diﬀerent manuscript tradition. There is also a cast list of heroes and villains with biographical information for the 'real' ones and literary analogues for the ﬁctional characters. The Chanson
d'Antioche can now be read for enjoyment, and for a whole new perspective on crusading in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

PILGRIMAGE TO JERUSALEM AND THE HOLY LAND, 1187–1291
Ashgate Publishing, Ltd. This book presents new translations of a selection of Latin and French pilgrimage texts - and two in Greek - relating to Jerusalem and the Holy Land between the fall of Jerusalem to Saladin in 1187 and the loss of Acre to the Mamluks in 1291. It
therefore complements and extends existing studies, which deal with the period from Late Antiquity to Saladin's conquest. Such texts provide a wealth of information not only about the business of pilgrimage itself, but also on church history, topography, architecture
and the social and economic conditions prevailing in Palestine in this period. Pilgrimage texts of the 13th century have not previously been studied as a group in this way; and, because the existing editions of them are scattered across a variety of rather obscure
publications, they tend to be under-utilized by historians, despite their considerable interest. For instance, they are often more original than the texts of the 12th century, representing ﬁrst-hand accounts of travellers rather than simple reworkings of older texts. Taken
together, they document the changes that occurred in the pattern of pilgrimage after the fall of Jerusalem in 1187, during its brief reoccupation by the Franks between 1229 and 1244, and during the period from 1260 onwards when the Mamluks gradually took military
control of the whole country. In the 1250s-60s, for example, because of the diﬃculties faced by pilgrims in reaching Jerusalem itself, there developed an alternative set of holy sites oﬀering indulgences in Acre. The bringing of Transjordan, southern Palestine and Sinai
under Ayyubid and, later, Mamluk control also encouraged the development of the pilgrimage to St Catherine's monastery on Mount Sinai in this period. The translations are accompanied by explanatory footnotes and preceded by an introduction, which discusses the
development of Holy Land pilgrimage in this period and the context, dating and composition of the texts themselves. The book concludes with a comprehensive list of sources and a detailed index.

WRITING WITH SKILL, LEVEL 2: INSTRUCTOR TEXT
Peace Hill Press Time-tested classical techniques--the imitation and analysis of great writers--combined with original composition exercises in history, science, biography, and literature. The Student Workbook encourages independent composition, while the Instructor
Text contains easy-to-use supporting information for the teacher, rubrics for grading, sample compositions, and dialogue to use while teaching. Together, the Student Workbook and Instructor Text provide a full year of middle-grade writing instruction, preparing
students to enter high-level rhetoric. Reviews Level One skills in narration, biographical sketches, descriptions, and sequences Teaches new skills in writing comparisons, drawing contrasts, and tracing cause and eﬀect Improves sentence style through prose exercises
drawn from Erasmus, Aristotle, and other classical rhetoricians Covers three-level outlining, composition planning and structure Guides the student through critical essay writing in both ﬁction and poetry Provides practice in research and documentation skills

JOURNAL OF MEDIEVAL MILITARY HISTORY
Boydell & Brewer Warfare on the periphery of Europe and across cultural boundaries is a particular focus of this volume. One article, on Castilian seapower, treats the melding of northern and southern naval traditions; another clariﬁes the military roles of the Ayyubid
and Mamluk miners and stoneworkers in siege warfare; a third emphasizes cultural considerations in an Icelandic conﬂict; a fourth looks at how an Iberian prelate navigated the line between ecclesiastical and military responsibilities; and a ﬁfth analyzes the diﬀerent
roles of early gunpowder weapons in Europe and China, linking technological history with the signiﬁcance of human geography. Further contributions also consider technology, two dealing with ﬁfteenth-century English artillery and the third with prefabricated
mechanical artillery during the Crusades. Another theme of the volume is source criticism, with re-examinations of the sources for Owain Glydwr's (possible) victory at Hyddgen in 1401, a (possible) Danish attack on England in 1128, and the role of non-milites in Salian
warfare. Contributors: Nicolás Agrait, Tonio Andrade, David Bachrach, Oren Falk, Devin Fields, Michael S. Fulton, Thomas K. Heeboll-Holm, Rabei G. Khamisy, Michael Livingstone, Dan Spencer, L.J. Andrew Villalon

MARINO SANUDO TORSELLO, THE BOOK OF THE SECRETS OF THE FAITHFUL OF THE CROSS
LIBER SECRETORUM FIDELIUM CRUCIS
Ashgate Publishing, Ltd. This is the ﬁrst full translation of Marino Sanudo Torsello's Secreta ﬁdelium Crucis to be made into English. The work itself is a piece of crusading propaganda following the fall of Acre in 1291, written between 1300 and 1321, but it includes much
of historical relevance along with interesting observations on the early history of Jerusalem and the Crusader Kingdom. The translation is based upon the text edited by Jacques Bongars in 1611. There is an introduction that contextualises the book, its author, his
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sources and his audience. The notes provide essential information to clarify internal textual references and allusions, as well as the role of Biblical references in Sanudo's grand design. The index is designed to make this detailed text usable and accessible. In this, his
major work, Sanudo advocated the conquest of Egypt as the means to regain Jerusalem for the Latins and worked through his points with considerable detail alongside references to 13th-century Mediterranean history, especially involving Louis IX of France and Charles
of Anjou, king of Naples. Books I and II give considerable detailed discussion of the concept, plan and costs of his proposed crusade. Book III provides an outline history of the crusades and the crusader states. It is derived from a wide-reading of other sources
especially of William of Tyre, and, for events after 1184 on the Eracles, the letters of James of Vitry, and Sanudo's own experiences in the east. Throughout, the work contains a staggering amount of cartographical, ethnographical, geographical, and nautical
information, as well as numerous unique insights into historical events and personalities of the late 13th century, not only in Outremer but in Western Europe.

THE CHRONICLE OF PRUSSIA BY NICOLAUS VON JEROSCHIN
A HISTORY OF THE TEUTONIC KNIGHTS IN PRUSSIA, 1190–1331
Routledge This is the ﬁrst English translation of the 'Chronicle of Prussia', which was written by Nicolaus von Jeroschin, in middle German verse, during the period from 1330 to 1341. It is a history of the Teutonic Knights, encompassing the period between the foundation
of the order, in 1190, and 1331. The translator's introduction sets the work in its historical and cultural context. The text was written at the instigation of the Grand Master of the Teutonic Order, to make an account of the ethos and history of the order's conquest of
Prussia available 'to all German people'. Its purpose was to remind the order's knight brothers and its supporters of its origins and past achievements, but above all it was intended to establish the legitimacy of Prussia as a locus for crusades, setting the scene for the
order's 'golden age' in the second half of the fourteenth century. The chronicle's content is divided into three sections: it opens with a description of the founding of the order in Acre. There follows a discourse on the nature of spiritual and earthly warfare, which echoes
the ideology of crusading warfare ﬁrst articulated by Bernhard of Clairvaux in his treatise De laude novae militiae. The ﬁnal, longest, section recounts the wars of the Teutonic Knights against the Prussians and Lithuanians from 1230 until the narrative breaks oﬀ
abruptly in 1331. The chronicle is the main historical source document for the period it covers and was widely disseminated during the fourteenth and ﬁfteenth centuries. It is also an engaging and lively account of warfare and colonisation on the eastern frontier of
Latin Christianity.

CRUSADE AND CHRISTENDOM
ANNOTATED DOCUMENTS IN TRANSLATION FROM INNOCENT III TO THE FALL OF ACRE, 1187-1291
University of Pennsylvania Press In 1213, Pope Innocent III issued his letter Vineam Domini, thundering against the enemies of Christendom—the "beasts of many kinds that are attempting to destroy the vineyard of the Lord of Sabaoth"—and announcing a General Council
of the Latin Church as redress. The Fourth Lateran Council, which convened in 1215, was unprecedented in its scope and impact, and it called for the Fifth Crusade as what its participants hoped would be the ﬁnal defense of Christendom. For the ﬁrst time, a collection
of extensively annotated and translated documents illustrates the transformation of the crusade movement. Crusade and Christendom explores the way in which the crusade was used to deﬁne and extend the intellectual, religious, and political boundaries of Latin
Christendom. It also illustrates how the very concept of the crusade was shaped by the urge to deﬁne and reform communities of practice and belief within Latin Christendom and by Latin Christendom's relationship with other communities, including dissenting political
powers and heretical groups, the Moors in Spain, the Mongols, and eastern Christians. The relationship of the crusade to reform and missionary movements is also explored, as is its impact on individual lives and devotion. The selection of documents and bibliography
incorporates and brings to life recent developments in crusade scholarship concerning military logistics and travel in the medieval period, popular and elite participation, the role of women, liturgy and preaching, and the impact of the crusade on western society and its
relationship with other cultures and religions. Intended for the undergraduate yet also invaluable for teachers and scholars, this book illustrates how the crusades became crucial for deﬁning and promoting the very concept and boundaries of Latin Christendom. It
provides translations of and commentaries on key original sources and up-to-date bibliographic materials.

REMEMBERING THE CRUSADES AND CRUSADING
Taylor & Francis Remembering the Crusades and Crusading examines the diverse contexts in which crusading was memorialised and commemorated in the medieval world and beyond. The collection not only shows how the crusades were commemorated in the twelfth
and thirteenth centuries, but also considers the longer-term remembrance of the crusades into the modern era. This collection is divided into three sections, the ﬁrst of which deals with the textual, material and visual sources used to remember. Each contributor
introduces a particular body of source material and presents case studies using those sources in their own research. The second section contains four chapters examining speciﬁc communities active in commemorating the crusades, including religious communities,
family groups and royal courts. Finally, the third section examines the cultural memory of crusading in the Byzantine, Iberian and Baltic regions beyond the early years, as well as the trajectory of crusading memory in the Muslim Middle East. This book draws together
and extends the current debates in the history of the crusades and the history of memory and in so doing oﬀers a fresh synthesis of material in both ﬁelds. It will be essential reading for students of the crusades and memory.

THE CONCISE HISTORY OF THE CRUSADES
Rowman & Littleﬁeld What is the relationship between the medieval crusades and the problems of the modern Middle East? Were the crusades the Christian equivalent of Muslim jihad? In this sweeping yet crisp history, Thomas F. Madden oﬀers a brilliant and compelling
narrative of the crusades and their contemporary relevance. Placing all of the major crusades within their social, economic, religious, and intellectual environments, Madden explores the uniquely medieval world that led untold thousands to leave their homes, families,
and friends to march in Christ’s name to distant lands. From Palestine and Europe's farthest reaches, each crusade is recounted in a clear, concise narrative. The author gives special attention as well to the crusades’ eﬀects on the Islamic world and the Christian
Byzantine East.

THE SANCTITY OF LOUIS IX
EARLY LIVES OF SAINT LOUIS BY GEOFFREY OF BEAULIEU AND WILLIAM OF CHARTRES
Cornell University Press Louis IX of France reigned as king from 1226 to 1270 and was widely considered an exemplary Christian ruler, renowned for his piety, justice, and charity toward the poor. After his death on crusade, he was proclaimed a saint in 1297, and today
Saint Louis is regarded as one of the central ﬁgures of early French history and the High Middle Ages. In The Sanctity of Louis IX, Larry F. Field oﬀers the ﬁrst English-language translations of two of the earliest and most important accounts of the king’s life: one
composed by Geoﬀrey of Beaulieu, the king’s long-time Dominican confessor, and the other by William of Chartres, a secular clerk in Louis’s household who eventually joined the Dominican Order himself. Written shortly after Louis’s death, these accounts are rich with
details and ﬁrsthand observations absent from other works, most notably Jean of Joinville’s well-known narrative. The introduction by M. Cecilia Gaposchkin and Sean L. Field provides background information on Louis IX and his two biographers, analysis of the
historical context of the 1270s, and a thematic introduction to the texts. An appendix traces their manuscript and early printing histories. The Sanctity of Louis IX also features translations of Boniface VIII’s bull canonizing Louis and of three shorter letters associated
with the earliest push for his canonization. It also contains the most detailed analysis of these texts, their authors, and their manuscript traditions currently available.

SHIFTING CURRENTS
A WORLD HISTORY OF SWIMMING
Reaktion Books A deep dive into the history of aquatics that exposes centuries-old tensions of race, gender, and power at the root of many contemporary swimming controversies. Shifting Currents is an original and comprehensive history of swimming. It examines the
tension that arose when non-swimming northerners met African and Southeast Asian swimmers. Using archaeological, textual, and art-historical sources, Karen Eva Carr shows how the water simultaneously attracted and repelled these northerners—swimming seemed
uncanny, related to witchcraft and sin. Europeans used Africans’ and Native Americans’ swimming skills to justify enslaving them, but northerners also wanted to claim water’s power for themselves. They imagined that swimming would bring them health and
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demonstrate their scientiﬁc modernity. As Carr reveals, this unresolved tension still sexualizes women’s swimming and marginalizes Black and Indigenous swimmers today. Thus, the history of swimming oﬀers a new lens through which to gain a clearer view of race,
gender, and power on a centuries-long scale.

POISONED WELLS
ACCUSATIONS, PERSECUTION, AND MINORITIES IN MEDIEVAL EUROPE, 1321-1422
University of Pennsylvania Press Between 1348 and 1350, Jews throughout Europe were accused of having caused the spread of the Black Death by poisoning the wells from which the entire population drank. Hundreds if not thousands were executed from Aragon and
southern France into the eastern regions of the German-speaking lands. But if the well-poisoning accusations against the Jews during these plague years are the most frequently cited of such cases, they were not unique. The ﬁrst major wave of accusations came in
France and Aragon in 1321, and it was lepers, not Jews, who were the initial targets. Local authorities, and especially municipal councils, promoted these charges so as to be able to seize the property of the leprosaria, Tzafrir Barzilay contends. The allegations
eventually expanded to describe an international conspiracy organized by Muslims, and only then, after months of persecution of the lepers, did some nobles of central France implicate the Jews, convincing the king to expel them from the realm. In Poisoned Wells
Barzilay explores the origins of these charges of well poisoning, asks how the fear took root and moved across Europe, which groups it targeted, why it held in certain areas and not others, and why it waned in the ﬁfteenth century. He argues that many of the social,
political, and environmental factors that fed the rise of the mass poisoning accusations had already appeared during the thirteenth century, a period of increased urbanization, of criminal poisoning charges, and of the proliferation of medical texts on toxins. In studying
the narratives that were presented to convince oﬃcials that certain groups committed well poisoning and the legal and bureaucratic mechanisms that moved rumors into oﬃcially accepted and prosecutable crimes, Barzilay has written a crucial chapter in the long
history of the persecution of European minorities.

THE RACE FOR PARADISE
AN ISLAMIC HISTORY OF THE CRUSADES
Oxford University Press "In The Race for Paradise, Paul M. Cobb oﬀers an accurate and accessible representation of the Islamic experience of the Crusades during the Middle Ages. Cobb overturns previous claims and presents new arguments, such as the idea that the
Frankish invasions of the Near East were something of a side-show to the broader internal conﬂict between Sunnis and Shi'ites in the region. The Race for Paradise moves along two fronts as Cobb stresses that, for medieval Muslims, the contemporaneous Latin
Christian expansion throughout the Mediterranean was seen as closely linked to events in the Levant. As a consequence of this expanded geographical range, the book takes a broader chronological range to encompass the campaigns of Spanish kings north of the Ebro
and the Norman conquest of Sicily (beginning in 1060), well before Pope Urban II's famous call to the First Crusade in 1095. Finally, The Race for Paradise brilliantly combats the trend to portray the history of the Crusades, particularly the Islamic experience, in
simplistic or binary terms. Muslims did not solely experience the Crusades as fanatical warriors or as helpless victims, Cobb writes; as with any other human experience of similar magnitude, the Crusades were experienced in a great variety of ways, ranging from heroic
martyrdom, to collaboration, to utter indiﬀerence"--

THE APPLE OF HIS EYE
CONVERTS FROM ISLAM IN THE REIGN OF LOUIS IX
Princeton University Press The thirteenth century brought new urgency to Catholic eﬀorts to convert non-Christians, and no Catholic ruler was more dedicated to this undertaking than King Louis IX of France. His military expeditions against Islam are well documented, but
there was also a peaceful side to his encounter with the Muslim world, one that has received little attention until now. This splendid book shines new light on the king’s program to induce Muslims—the “apple of his eye”—to voluntarily convert to Christianity and
resettle in France. It recovers a forgotten but important episode in the history of the Crusades while providing a rare window into the fraught experiences of the converts themselves. William Chester Jordan transforms our understanding of medieval Christian-Muslim
relations by telling the stories of the Muslims who came to France to live as Christians. Under what circumstances did they willingly convert? How successfully did they assimilate into French society? What forms of resistance did they employ? In examining questions
like these, Jordan weaves a richly detailed portrait of a dazzling yet violent age whose lessons still resonate today. Until now, scholars have dismissed historical accounts of the king’s peaceful conversion of Muslims as hagiographical and therefore untrustworthy.
Jordan takes these narratives seriously—and uncovers archival evidence to back them up. He brings his ﬁndings marvelously to life in this succinct and compelling book, setting them in the context of the Seventh Crusade and the universalizing Catholic impulse to
convert the world.

MEDIEVAL MUSLIM HISTORIANS AND THE FRANKS IN THE LEVANT
BRILL In Medieval Muslim Historians and the Franks in the Levant seven leading scholars examine the lives and historical writings of seven medieval Muslim historians whose works are relevant to the history of the crusading period in the Levant (c.1097-c.1291).
Contributors include: Frédéric Bauden, Niall Christie, Anne-Marie Eddé, Konrad Hirschler, Alex Mallett, and Françoise Micheau, Lutz Richter-Bernburg

CRUSADES
THE TEMPLARS, THE HOSPITALLERS AND THE CRUSADES
ESSAYS IN HOMAGE TO ALAN J. FOREY
Routledge This book pays homage to the work of a scholar who has substantially advanced knowledge and understanding of the medieval military-religious orders. Alan J. Forey has published over seventy meticulously researched articles on every aspect of the militaryreligious orders, two books on the Templars in the Corona de Aragón, and a wide-ranging survey of the military-religious orders from the twelfth to the early fourteenth centuries. His archival research has been especially signiﬁcant in opening up the history of the
military orders in the Iberian Peninsula. This volume comprises an appreciation of Forey’s work and a range of research that has been inspired by his scholarship or develops themes that run through his work. Articles reﬂect Forey’s detailed research into and analysis
of primary sources, as well as his work on the military orders, the crusades, the eastern Mediterranean, and the trial of the Templars. Further papers move beyond the geographical and chronological bounds of Forey’s research, while still exploring his themes of the
military-religious orders’ relations with the Church and State.

THE HISTORY OF THE RENAISSANCE WORLD: FROM THE REDISCOVERY OF ARISTOTLE TO THE CONQUEST OF CONSTANTINOPLE
W. W. Norton & Company A lively and fascinating narrative history about the birth of the modern world. Beginning in the heady days just after the First Crusade, this volume—the third in the series that began with The History of the Ancient World and The History of the
Medieval World—chronicles the contradictions of a world in transition. Popes continue to preach crusade, but the hope of a Christian empire comes to a bloody end at the walls of Constantinople. Aristotelian logic and Greek rationality blossom while the Inquisition
gathers strength. As kings and emperors continue to insist on their divine rights, ordinary people all over the world seize power: the lingayats of India, the Jacquerie of France, the Red Turbans of China, and the peasants of England. New threats appear, as the
Ottomans emerge from a tiny Turkish village and the Mongols ride out of the East to set the world on ﬁre. New currencies are forged, new weapons invented, and world-changing catastrophes alter the landscape: the Little Ice Age and the Great Famine kill millions; the
Black Death, millions more. In the chaos of these epoch-making events, our own world begins to take shape. Impressively researched and brilliantly told, The History of the Renaissance World oﬀers not just the names, dates, and facts but the memorable characters
who illuminate the years between 1100 and 1453—years that marked a sea change in mankind’s perception of the world.
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